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Sophie waits through the seasons of the year for her sibling to be born and then experiences mixed feelings about the new baby.

Big sister experiences the challenges and joys of preparing for and experiencing the arrival of a new baby.

Small Bear outgrows the bed his father made him when he was a baby--and none too soon.

All the members of a family help create a beautiful cradle in anticipation of the arrival of a new baby.

Arthur isn't sure he is happy about the new baby in the family, but when his sister asks for his help in handling the baby, Arthur feels much better.

Davey is dubious about having a new adopted brother from Korea, but when he finds out that his parents still love him, he decides that having a baby brother will be fine.

The Bunn family gets a new baby and learns how to take care of it.

Ama wants to give her new baby brother the gift of love as her grandma has suggested, so she goes in search of this important present.

Darcy and Gran are not happy about the idea of a new baby coming, but they change their minds after the birth.

The arrival of a new baby is a cause for celebration, presenting opportunities to love, watch, touch, and care for the new family member.

Mr. and Mrs. Bear and the other forest animals despair of ever getting Baby Bear to stop crying and go to sleep, but Small Bear knows just how to solve the problem.

A young dog is very unhappy about the arrival of her new baby sister.

A father recalls his young daughter's first reactions to her new baby brother.
Hey, Little Baby                J P HAR Nola Buck
            A sister displays her new abilities and independence to her younger brother and mother with a promise that she will teach her brother all of these things when he grows old.

Little Rabbit's New Baby        J P HOR Harry Horse
            Little Rabbit has looked forward to becoming a big brother, but when Mama brings home triplets, he quickly realizes that babies are not as much fun as he thought they would be.

Mommy's Lap                    J P HOR Ruth Horowitz
            To Sophie's distress, her quiet times on Mommy's lap are disrupted by the new baby growing inside Mommy, but once the baby arrives there is room for Sophie on Mommy's lap again.

Peter's Chair                  J P KEA Ezra Jack Keats
            When Peter discovers his blue furniture is being painted pink for a new baby sister, he rescues the last unpainted item, a chair, and runs away.

Little Bear is a Big Brother   J P LAN Jutta Langreuter & Vera Sobat
            Little Bear is excited about the new baby his family is expecting, until his friends at Bear Kindergarten tell him all the bad changes that the baby will make in his life.

Love the Baby                  J P LAY Steven L. Layne
            An older brother at first resents his new sibling, but eventually he starts to love the baby.

Something Special              J P MOO Nicola Moon
            Charlie can't find anything to take to school to show for "special" day, until he remembers that he does have a new baby sister.

Tom, Ally, & the New Baby      J P ROB Beth Robbins
            Feline siblings Tom and Ally feel both excited and a little worried when they hear that there will be a new baby in their family.

Hello Baby!                   J P ROC Lizzy Rockwell
            A young boy describes how a new baby is growing inside his mommy and tells what it is like when his new sister comes home from the hospital.

Hannah's Baby Sister           J P RUS Marisabina Russo
            Hannah, who is sure that the new baby in her family is going to be a girl, eagerly looks forward to having a little sister.

Baby Sister                   J P SAC Dorothea M. Sachs
            A young boy comes to accept his new baby sister and learns to take care of her.

One Up, One Down              J P SNY Carol Snyder
            Katie is so busy helping to take care of her new twin brothers she does not notice that she has grown as well.

Benny & Beautiful Baby Delilah J P VAN Jean Van Leeuwen
            Benny is not pleased when his new baby sister, Delilah, arrives at his house.